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FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to the field of Photovoltaic ("PV") products and their manufacture and, in particular, to means of increasing efficiencies in such manufacture.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Photovoltaic ("PV") products and devices directly convert absorbed illumination to electrical energy with the advantage of being non-polluting and silent in operation. They are readily adapted to either a centralized or distributed power generating system and as such, are an attractive alternative to fossil fuels and nuclear power sources. The relatively high cost of PV power has been a historical limitation upon its use, however, high volume processes for the preparation of crystalline silicon (c-Si) and thin film PV devices have now decreased the cost of PV materials. In spite of this, cost of manufacture remains an ongoing concern.

The most imperative overall need in the PV industry is to reduce the cost of manufactured PV products sufficiently to achieve grid parity. For wafer, cell and module manufacturers, this drive for cost reduction has three aspects: improved product technology, providing higher power output for a given market price; reduced per-unit cost of materials and capital equipment through economies of scale, and improved manufacturing efficiency and yield. The present invention relates to improving efficiency and yield in the manufacture of PV products. To date, these have not been adequately addressed.
PV wafers, cells and modules are generally inspected manually or by single-point devices at varying intervals in the production process - mostly at the end of the production line. This means that while defects may be caught, accept/reject decisions can only be made on the limited data available at the point of inspection. Additionally, prior to the present inventions and except for the raw material acceptance stage (at the beginning of the line) and the final inspection and grading (at the end of the line), in-line unit-by-unit inspection of products during production is generally rudimentary or non-existent.

Further, wafer, cell and module production facilities frequently operate on a FIFO (First In, First Out) basis only. This means that the products are graded and sorted only at the end of the production line, with varying degrees of inspection at other points in production.

Additionally, most facilities currently monitor their production by measuring the operating parameters of each tool (such as gas flow, power consumption, temperature), not the actual production results by directly inspecting the products themselves at each stage of the process (except for occasional off-line sampling). See for example the disclosure in Patent Cooperation Treaty application published under number WO2009/026661. This produces several deficiencies. First, it gives the facility operator only one option if a process tool begins to operate outside of acceptable parameters ("operational drift"), or generates an error - adjust or fix the tool, which may involve a shutdown. Manual adjustments or outright shutdowns are costly, and it may be that an isolated operational drift can be tolerated, if inspection of the products themselves demonstrates that enough products are remaining in acceptable grades. Or if appropriate downstream adjustments may be made to resolve or mitigate identified potential problems with the products so that sufficient final products are of an acceptable grade or grades.

Conversely, a series of shifts in operating parameters that fall below unacceptable thresholds, but occur over a number of tools, can lead to a quality problem that is unobserved until final inspection and grading - and therefore very hard to isolate since no single tool is at fault. Also, defects may be introduced that have nothing to do with the operating parameters of the tools (such as handling-induced marking or airborne contamination at tool ingress or egress).
Monitoring of tool parameters alone will not find the source of these problems and consequently cannot lead to a resolution of the problems.

As the industry grows, solutions to the above needs, and as provided within the scope of this invention, can have significant financial impact. For example, if a 50 MW cell production line generates approximately $100M to $125M of finished goods value per annum, a yield improvement of only 2 percent would provide an additional $2M to $3.5M of margin per year.

Accordingly, there is an unmet need for a method and system to more efficiently control the throughput of photovoltaic cells in a cell manufacturing production line.

**SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION**

Unless the context indicates otherwise, the term "production step or steps" means a particular step or steps of the manufacture of PV products which produce measurable differences in the product. And an "intermediate production step or steps" means a production step or steps after the first production step in the production line and before the final step in the production line.

The present invention provides a production line method and system for PV device fabrication which is highly efficient, both in terms of required labour, time and the economical use of PV raw material and production material at each stage of the production process. These and other advantages of the present invention will be readily apparent from the drawings, discussion and description which follow.

The process of the present invention improves PV manufacturing efficiencies in the following ways:

1) Reduction or elimination of excessive production cost and waste due to poor or late detection, separation for remedial processing, or removal for recycling, of defective unfinished PV wafers, cells or modules (sometimes referred to herein as "Work in Progress" or "WIP" units) from the production line.
One mode of achieving this within the scope of the invention: Provide for grading, separation or rejection, and (optionally) substitution of individual wafers, cells or modules much earlier in the process in an efficient manner so as not to unduly disrupt the production line. This can be achieved through a combination of end-to-end WIP unit tracking, coordinated in-line inspection, predictive WIP unit grading, distributed WIP unit buffering and closed-loop facility-wide inter-tool material handling. The predictive WIP unit grading and closed loop handling also allows the manufacturer to dynamically adjust grading and rejection thresholds based on end-to-end cost optimization calculated in real time.

2) Improvement of production line yield

One mode of achieving this within the scope of the invention: Through the use of the same technologies as above, plus WIP unit re-sequencing, WIP units that have flaws that are amenable to improvement via particular changes to equipment operational parameters in downstream process tools, are grouped together. The invention provides real-time feed-forward information to the process tools in question that specifies the operational changes to the tools in order to implement downstream solutions to bring the defective group to an acceptable grade by the time the processing of the WIP unit group is completed in the production line. The result is mitigation of the flaws by compensating physical, chemical or electrical characteristics in order to resolve or mitigate in the finished products, problems detected earlier in the manufacturing process. In addition, the invention provides real-time feedback for "run-to-run" adaptation in process tool operating parameters to reduce re-occurrence of flaws as much as is possible.

3) Mitigation of throughput bottlenecks, caused by a lack of tools and/or inefficiencies that precludes controlling the order that certain grades of WIP units flow through and exit the production line(s). This can be broken down into two desired outcomes:
   a) Higher throughput of a desired grade of WIP units in a facility, and
   b) Rapid recognition and isolation of production issues, to more readily take corrective action to maximize quality or optimize the production line.
One mode of achieving this within the scope of the invention is to use the same technologies as above, the inventions solve part (a) of this need by providing for prioritization of individual WIP units, based on their (predicted) grade as they move through the production process. This will give the manufacturer a faster or more predictable unit-per-hour production rate for a desired grade of WIP units (order-based production), resulting in higher profitability from the production line investment. Part (b) is solved by providing the means to monitor and assess production results directly on the WIP units - both end-to-end and tool-by-tool - in real time, and to centrally consolidate these measurements to pinpoint issues among and between individual tools. This is accomplished using one or more of (i) coordinated in-line inspection, (ii) end-to-end WIP unit tracking and (iii) a production performance database built and maintained by the system that can be used to monitor, analyze and report on performance (sometimes referred to herein as "True Production Measurement")

In an embodiment of the invention a method of manufacturing photovoltaic products in a manufacturing production line of a series of production steps is provided where the following steps are undertaken at each of a plurality of intermediate production steps of the production line:

(a) assessing each photovoltaic product for suitability based on predetermined criteria for a preferred product, to obtain assessment results for the product at each production step,

(b) storing the assessment results for that product by production step, in a memory,

(c) assigning a grade to each photovoltaic product, based on either

(i) the assessment results for that product at that step,

(ii) a comparison of the assessment results for that product at that step to statistical analysis of assessment results of previously processed photovoltaic products at that step, or

(iii) a comparison of cumulative historical assessment results for the product at past production steps to a statistical analysis of historical cumulative assessment results of previously processed photovoltaic products over the same production steps,
at each such production step, the grade identifying whether the product is within or outside of predetermined tolerances, representing deviations from the predetermined criteria, for photovoltaic products at such step; and

(d) storing the grade for that product at such production step, in a memory.

Alternatively the method can include associating all of the products in the production line at a particular step, having the same stored grade, together in a group for further processing as a group.

As another alternative, the method can include: for groups having grades indicative of products outside of the predetermined tolerances, adjusting the downstream production equipment of the production line to process each such group of products with the same grade so as to bring the group within the predetermined tolerances; and then processing the group together using the downstream production equipment as so adjusted, to bring the products of the group within the predetermined tolerances.

As another alternative, the method can include steps (a) to (d) above performed at every intermediate production step of the production line to obtain a grade for each product at every production step of the production line and associating all of the products in the production line at a particular step, having the same stored grade, together in a group for further processing as a group, at each one of those steps.

In a further alternative the grade assignable to a product at a production step is associated with information for adjusting the downstream production equipment so as to bring the group associated with the grade within the predetermined tolerances and wherein the downstream production equipment is adjusted accordingly for processing of that group.

In a further alternative, if groups at a step are identified as outside of the predetermined tolerances, process changes are made upstream of the step to production equipment to bring future products produced within the predetermined tolerances.
In a further alternative groups identified as outside of the predetermined tolerances at a step are prioritised for further processing after groups at that step which are within the predetermined tolerances.

In a further alternative groups at a step are prioritised for further processing based on the grade of the group, with groups of grades having more significant deviations from the predetermined tolerances positioned for processing behind groups with grades representing lesser deviations from the predetermined tolerances.

In a further alternative a method of controlling a series of production steps in a manufacturing production line for the manufacture of photovoltaic products, includes the steps of:

(a) at predetermined production steps, receiving grading information associated with a photovoltaic product in the production line at that step,

(b) using the grading information to allocate a grade to the product, the grade indicative of whether the product is within predetermined tolerances for that step;

(c) comparing, by a processor, said grade to a plurality of grades of other previously processed photovoltaic products in a knowledge base stored in a memory, to identify a similar grade, the similar grade being a grade associated with previous products having similar grading information, wherein said knowledge base further comprises information as to the outcome of the grade at further process steps in the line and wherein said knowledge base further comprises production line adjustment information which bring the similar grade products to an acceptable tolerance;

(d) based on the outcome information of the similar grade, determining a predicted outcome of the photovoltaic product at one or more further processing steps in the production line; and

(e) if the predicted outcome is outside of the predetermined tolerance at a further processing step, providing the production line adjustment information for that step to adjust the production line to process the product.
In a further alternative, at step (e) above:

(a) if the predicted outcome is outside of the predetermined tolerance at a further processing step, storing the product in a product group of products with the same or similar grades until a predetermined number of products are stored and;

(b) providing the production line adjustment information for that step to adjust the production line prior to processing the products as a group; and

(c) inserting the product group after the adjustments are made and processing them as a group to achieve the desired performance tolerances.

In a further alternative, the grading information is based on either:

(a) the assessment results for that product at that step;

(b) statistical analysis of assessment results of previously processed photovoltaic products at that step; or

(c) a comparison of cumulative historical assessment results for the product throughout its past production steps in comparison to a statistical analysis of historical cumulative assessment results of previously processed photovoltaic products over the same production steps.

In a further alternative a method of controlling a series of production steps in a manufacturing production line for the manufacture of photovoltaic products, includes the steps of:

(a) logging past assessments of a plurality of photovoltaic products at predetermined production steps in a knowledge base stored in a memory, each assessment determined by past processing of photovoltaic products;

(b) logging past courses of action taken at the production steps in response to said past assessments, and associated outcomes, in said knowledge base;

(c) characterizing at least one of said associated outcomes as a positive outcome;

(d) receiving a real-time assessment of a photovoltaic product at a production step;

(e) comparing, by a processor, said real-time assessment to said past assessments to determine a predicted assessment for said product; and
Providing one of said courses of action associated with said positive outcome as the course of action to take in further processing of the product.

In a further alternative, at the comparison step, the real-time assessment is compared to the past assessments at that step. In another alternative, at the comparison step, the real-time assessment is associated with past assessments of the product at the production step and a predetermined number of past production steps compared to said past assessments at that step and the predetermined number of past production steps.

In a further alternative,

- (g) receiving the outcome of the photovoltaic product after the further processing,
- (h) determining whether the outcome is a positive outcome, and
- (i) if the outcome is a positive outcome, logging the real-time assessment and the course of action of the photovoltaic product in said knowledge base as a part of the past assessments, past courses of action, and associated outcomes.

In a further alternative,

- (a) at step (a), logging past damage assessments of the plurality of photovoltaic products at predetermined production steps in a knowledge base stored in a memory, each damage assessment determined by past processing of photovoltaic products,
- (b) at step (b), assigning a damage severity threshold based on the damage assessments of past photovoltaic products that cause impairment of the manufacturing production line at a production step, stored in said knowledge base,
- (c) at step (d), receiving a real-time damage assessment of a photovoltaic product at the production step,
- (d) comparing, by a processor, said real-time damage assessment to said damage severity threshold to determine whether said product is at risk of impairing the manufacturing production line, and
- (e) if such product is determined to be at risk of impairing the manufacturing production line, providing removal instructions for removing said product from the production line before the next production step.
In a further alternative together with said removal instructions, providing instructions to replace the product to be removed with instructions to replace the product with another product at that production step determined by its damage severity threshold to not be at risk of impairing the manufacturing production line at that production step.

In a further alternative an apparatus comprising a processing device is provided with a computer readable medium tangibly embodying a computer program product for manufacturing photovoltaic products, the computer program product comprises instructions for causing a processor to:

(a) assess each photovoltaic product for suitability based on predetermined criteria for a preferred product, to obtain assessment results for the product at each production step;

(b) store the assessment results for that product by production step, in a memory;

(c) assign a grade to each photovoltaic product, based on either:

(i) the assessment results for that product at that step;

(ii) a comparison of the assessment results for that product at that step to statistical analysis of assessment results of previously processed photovoltaic products at that step; or

(iii) a comparison of cumulative historical assessment results for the product at past production steps to a statistical analysis of historical cumulative assessment results of previously processed photovoltaic products over the same production steps;

at each such production step, the grade identifying whether the product is within or outside of predetermined tolerances, representing deviations from the predetermined criteria, for photovoltaic products at such step; and

(d) store the grade for that product at such production step, in a memory.
In a further alternative an apparatus for manufacturing photovoltaic products includes:

(a) circuitry for assessing each photovoltaic product for suitability based on predetermined criteria for a preferred product, to obtain assessment results for the product at each production step;

(b) circuitry for storing the assessment results for that product by production step, in a memory;

(c) circuitry for assigning a grade to each photovoltaic product, based on either:
   (i) the assessment results for that product at that step;
   (ii) a comparison of the assessment results for that product at that step to statistical analysis of assessment results of previously processed photovoltaic products at that step; or
   (iii) a comparison of cumulative historical assessment results for the product at past production steps to a statistical analysis of historical cumulative assessment results of previously processed photovoltaic products over the same production steps;

   at each such production step, the grade identifying whether the product is within or outside of predetermined tolerances, representing deviations from the predetermined criteria, for photovoltaic products at such step; and

(d) circuitry for storing the grade for that product at such production step, in a memory.

In another embodiment the apparatus includes:

(e) circuitry for receiving the outcome of the photovoltaic product after the further processing;

(f) circuitry for determining whether the outcome is a positive outcome; and

(g) circuitry logging the real time assessment and the course of action of the photovoltaic product in said knowledge base as a part of the past assessments and associated past courses of action, if the outcome is a positive outcome.
In a further alternative a computer system includes a memory having stored therein a photovoltaic products manufacturing control application for a manufacturing production line of a series of production steps; and a processor coupled to the memory, with the execution of the manufacturing control application generating a method including:

5 (a) assessing each photovoltaic product for suitability based on predetermined criteria for a preferred product, to obtain assessment results for the product at each production step;
(b) storing the assessment results for that product by production step, in a memory;
(c) assigning a grade to each photovoltaic product, based on either:

10 (i) the assessment results for that product at that step;
(ii) a comparison of the assessment results for that product at that step to statistical analysis of assessment results of previously processed photovoltaic products at that step; or
(iii) a comparison of cumulative historical assessment results for the product at past production steps to a statistical analysis of historical cumulative assessment results of previously processed photovoltaic products over the same production steps;

15 at each such production step, the grade identifying whether the product is within or outside of predetermined tolerances, representing deviations from the predetermined criteria, for photovoltaic products at such step; and

20 (d) storing the grade for that product at such production step, in a memory.

In a further alternative the execution of the application further generates a method including:

25 (e) associating all of the products in the production line at a particular step, having the same stored grade, together in a group for further processing as a group.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a diagram of the system architecture of the present invention, showing both the Production, Measurement and Control System (the PMC System) and the Measurement and Handling Units (MS Units).

Figure 2 is a schematic illustration of a manufacturing production line comprising a series of production steps of a typical c-Si cell manufacturing facility utilizing the PMC System and a series of MS Units of the present invention;

Figure 3 is a flowchart diagram of the PMC System operational flow;

Figure 4 is a diagram of the relationship between the PMC System, MS Units and other production tools on one hand and the enterprise resource planning and manufacturing execution system on the other hand, of a manufacturing facility;

Figure 5 is a diagram of the functional architecture of the PMC System and a MS Unit;

Figure 6 is a diagram of linear and matrix layouts or architectures of a manufacturing facility employing the PMC System and MS Units of this invention;

Figure 7 is a flowchart of higher level operational flow of a PMC System;

Figure 8 is a diagram of hardware architecture of an MS Unit 14 having handling and measurement functionality;

Figure 9 is a diagram of hardware architecture of an MS Unit 14 having only measurement functionality; and

Figure 10 is a flowchart of higher level operational flow of an MS Unit having handling and measurement functionality.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

1. **Product Line Overview**

In a preferred embodiment the present invention provides a Production Enhancing System ("PES System") that optimizes the output of a PV factory by continuously evaluating the quality of WIP units through the manufacturing process and managing WIP unit mix and flow to generate improvements to economic value of the finished product relative to the cost of raw materials.

The PES System consists of two inter-linked products: a process measurement and control system ("PMC System"), and a set of inter-tool measurement and sorting units ("MS Units"). The MS Unit has two variants - a measurement-only version (the "Measurement MS Unit"), and a combined measurement and handling version (the "Measurement/Handling MS Unit"). The MS Unit of the preferred embodiment is designed for use in c-Si PV wafer or cell factories as an example. The PES System is shown generally in Figure 1.

The PES System comprises a PMC System connected through a ProfiNET/Ethernet IP/EtherCAT to one or more inter-tool measurement and sorting units, the MS Units. The PMC System generally consist of a computer server comprising system software for operating a manufacturing production line for manufacturing photovoltaic products, including receiving measurement data from the MS Units and providing queuing and transfer instructions to the MS Units. Each MS Unit provides measurement data through the ProfiNET/Ethernet IP/EtherCAT to the PMC System for the particular production stage or step of the production line with which the MS Unit is configured to operate. Similarly, each MS Unit receives queuing and transfer instructions, as appropriate for each particular MS Unit from the PMC System. Instructions being appropriate for the particular MS Unit's operations in respect of the production step or steps for which it has been configured and in association with which it operates.
It should also be noted that other tools or instruments 22 and 24 may be connected to ProfiNET/Ethernet IP/EtherCAT 16 to provide appropriate tool or instrument measurement data 26 to PMC System 12.

As well, PMC System 12 can be configured to operate in association with manufacturing enterprise systems 28 of the operator of the manufacturing production line through Ethernet 30 to send and receive data, instructions and other information between system 28 and PMC System 12 in order to ensure that the manufacturing production line operates within the parameters of that operator’s entire system.

The Measurement MS Unit inspects and grades each WIP unit according to programmable criteria, and passes this information to its controlling PMC System. The Measurement/Handling MS Unit also unloads WIP units from a process tool, and sorts, buffers or rejects each WIP unit according to instructions from the PMC System received after the Measurement/Handling MS Unit has passed the WIP unit grading information to the PMC System. In this case, the output of each MS Unit (as input to the next production stage) is then an optimally ordered “lot” (for batch processes) or “flow” (for continuous processes) of WIP units.

The PMC System consolidates measurement results from any number of MS Units and other sources (such as WIP unit flow rates and status measurements from PVD devices, laser isolation systems, etc.). The PMC System uses this information to direct each of the Handling/Measurement MS Units installed in a given facility to buffer or sequence individual WIP units for advancement to their respective next stage of production. The goal is to exploit variations in WIP unit quality - continuously and in-line with the end-to-end production process - to maximize the aggregate economic value of finished goods in the facility.

Figure 2 is an example of a PMC System and Measurement/Handling MS Units in the context of a c-Si cell manufacturing line is shown above. The MS Units are placed at the beginning and end of the line (incoming wafer inspection and sorting, respectively), and are also placed between the process tools in the line (which is simplified for the purposes of this illustration).
PMC System 12 of PES System 10 is shown connected to several MS Units 14 shown in a manufacturing production line 32.

An initial MS Unit 36 is associated at the beginning of the c-Si cell manufacturing process shown in Figure 2 to inspect the incoming wafer at incoming wafer production step 38. MS Unit 36 inspects the incoming wafer for physical defects such as edge chips and cracks and sends information to PMC System 12 by means of communication bus 40. PMC System 12 analyzes and interprets the data received from MS Unit 36 in order to grade the wafer by one or more of the methods below and provides MS Unit 36 with instructions to either discard (or recycle), buffer (that is placed in a specific group for processing as a group) or advance individual wafers so inspected by MS Unit 36 to the next production step in production line 32.

The next step in production line 32 is the washing and etching step 42 where the wafer from production step 38 is washed and etched by wet processing tools that remove saw marks, remove edge irregularities and create a surface texture to enhance photon capture. A second MS Unit 44 inspects the wafer exiting washing and etching step 42 for physical characteristics related to satisfactory removal of the saw marks and edge irregularities as well as creation of surface texturing and sends that information to PMC System 12 through communication bus 40. PMC System 12 then analyzes that data in order to grade the wafer by one or more of the methods below and sends instructions to second MS Unit 44 to either discard (or recycle), buffer or advance the wafer so inspected to the next step.

The next step in production line 32 is the diffusion for P/N junction step 46 where the wafer is doped to create the emitter. This may be implemented in two ways. In the first way, it may be implemented whereby the wafer has a wet film of dopant applied to its top surface, the film is dried, and then the dopant is diffused into the wafer in a furnace. In the second way, it may be implemented whereby the wafer is inserted into a furnace and the dopant is simultaneously introduced in a gaseous form during diffusion. After treatment at step 46 the wafer is examined by MS Unit 48 which inspects the wafer for the dopant concentration in the emitter and sends that information through communication bus 42. PMC System 12 then analyzes that data in order to grade the wafer by one or
more of the methods below and provides instructions to MS Unit 48 to either discard (or recycle), buffer or advance the wafer so inspected to the next step in production line 32.

The next step in production line 32 is the removal of phospho-silicate glass and etching of the top and bottom surfaces of the wafer step 50 where the wafer is again processed through a series of wet etching tools. A further MS Unit 52 inspects the wafer leaving the removed phospho-silicate glass step 50 to determine the adherence of these etching steps to the desired specification, and sends that information to PMC System 12 which analyzes the data in order to grade the wafer by one or more of the methods below and returns instructions to MS Unit 52 to either discard (or recycle), buffer or advance the wafer to the next step of the manufacturing production line 32.

In this example at this step, after removal of phospho-silicate glass and top and bottom etching, the wafer is checked by MS Unit 52 to determine the sheet resistance or dopant concentration at particular locations and depths within the wafer. If these values are above or below a predetermined range of values as defined by the operator of the PES System 10, this measurement may be used at this production step for classifying or grading the wafer at a particular predetermined class or grade for sheet resistance or dopant content and distribution. This classification/grade is combined with other classification/grades on other criteria that were determined for that wafer in previous steps (such as the RMS texture peak-to-valley distance after isotropic texturing) to determine an aggregate grade for the wafer, to be compared by PMC System 12 to its database (or knowledge base) of aggregate grades at that production step (that is phospho-silicate glass step 50).

The next step in the production line 32 is edge isolation step 54 where the wafer is etched around its perimeter to remove any short circuits between the emitter and base and inspected by MS Unit 56 for the continuity and depth of such etching. That information is sent to PMC System 12 by bus 40 where the information is used to create an aggregate grade for step 54. At this time, the aggregate grade may be used to make the decision as to whether the wafer will be discarded (or recycled), buffered (that is placed in a specific group for processing as a group) or advanced to the next step. Alternatively, or additionally, the information may be used by PMC System 12 to establish a grade specific to step 56 (that is not on an aggregate basis with
previous steps) to compare with a database/knowledgebase of grades specific to that step. As a further alternative, or further in addition, the information from MS Unit 56 can be used to determine a grade, 
perse, without comparing the information to a database/knowledgebase of prior WIP units. The grade information of each, or any one or more, of these alternative methods of grading is then used to assess the wafer to determine whether either discard (or recycle), buffer (with other like wafers) or advance the wafer so inspected to the next step in production line 32. PMC System 12 sends instructions to MS Unit 56 to either discard (or recycle), buffer (with other like wafers) or advance the wafer so inspected to the next step in production line 32.

This process of grading the wafer (or any other WIP unit) can be applied at any selected process step described above or as follows, of production line 32. That is grading by one or more of:

1) An analysis of the information from MS Unit 14, 
perse;

2) A comparison of the information from MS Unit 14 to a database/knowledge base of information about previously processed comparable WIP Units at that step; and/or

3) A comparison of the information from MS Unit 14 at that step and selected previous process steps to a database/knowledge base of information about previously processed comparable WIP Units at that step and the selected previous steps.

The next step in the production line 32 is the application of the anti-reflective coating (ARC) step 58 where the wafer is coated with a silicon nitride or equivalent chemical. MS Unit 60 inspects the wafer leaving ARC step 58 for the color, depth and uniformity of the coating. That information is sent through communication bus 40 to PMC System 12 where it is graded by one or more of the grading methods above. PMC System 12 then provides instructions to MS Unit 60 to either discard, buffer or advance the wafer to the next step in the production line 32.

The next step in the production line 32 is the printing step 62 where the wafer has the back electrical contacts, the back aluminum surface and the front electrical fingers and busbars applied. MS Unit 64 then inspects the wafer exiting screen printing step 62 for the physical
quality of these printings and sends that information through communication bus 40 to PMC System 12. PMC System 12 then analyzes that information in order to grade the wafer by one or more of the methods above and provides instructions to MS Unit 64 to either discard, buffer or advance the wafer to the next step in the production line 32. Optionally, there could be a separate inspection after application of each of the back contact, back aluminum and front contacts.

The next step in the production line 32 is the annealing of the printed metal features applied in step 62 at step 66 where the wafer is passed through an annealing furnace. The wafer is then automatically advanced to the next step, the sorting step 68 can be seen here that not every step in the manufacturing production line 32 may necessarily include an MS Unit appropriately configured for that step. A wafer may proceed automatically from one step to another without the intervening measurement by any MS Unit 14 or any control from PMC System 12 at that step. Much will depend on the needs of a particular operator of the manufacturing production line 32. Inspection can also occur after the annealing furnace. That inspection would be to determine that the metal features had penetrated into the wafer correctly and maintained a correct physical orientation on the front and back surfaces of the wafer.

After sorting steps 68 the wafer is subjected to an inspection by MS Unit 70 which inspects for any final criteria as may be determined by the manufacturer, such as bar codes or visible defects introduced during sorting as the final inspection step in the manufacturing production line 32. MS Unit 70 then provides that information to PMC System 12 through communication bus 40. PMC System 12 then analyzes that information in order to grade the wafer by one or more of the methods above and provides instructions to MS Unit 70 to either discard or advance the wafer to a storage area or packaging area for shipment.

The MS Units provides a complementary function to the process tools by linking them together to achieve a continuous production flow - whether in a single production line or across multiple lines within a large facility.

The general mainline operational flow of the PES System is shown in the flowchart of Figure 3. Note that this flowchart does not include system maintenance, administration, and provisioning
operations. More detailed operational flows for each of the PMC System and MS Unit are shown in Figures 7 and 10, as discussed below.

In general, the MS Units 14 function as the measurement and first level control computers. MS Units 14 talk to the PMC System 12 across the network, sharing measurement and control data so that the PMC system 12 can make decisions on the overall process. For example, there may be 5-10 MS Units 14 measuring and controlling each step (or selected steps) of the process. A set of algorithms in the PMC System 12 solve the optimization of the flow of wafers (or other WIP units) through production line 32 - deciding which wafers are grouped together (based on their individual allocated grades), how they are processed downstream, and other types of processing decisions, which are passed on to the MS Units 14 for controlling the operations at particular process steps. Together, these make a PES System 10.

Referring to Figure 3, the PES System operational flow is shown by means of a flowchart. The PES System goes through an initialization procedure at 74. Then at each production step of the manufacturing production line 32 (Figure 2) the MS Unit conducts appropriate measurements of the workpiece, which can be a photovoltaic cell, wafer, or module (sometimes called a WIP unit) at 76. MS Unit then sends measurement results to the PMC System at 78. The PMC System receives and processes the data at 80. Based on that information, the PMC System can either or both send feed forward or feedback recipe instructions to process tools at 82 and/or send handling instructions to the relevant MS Unit at 84. The appropriate MS Unit then either advances, discards or buffers the workpiece at 86.

As seen in Figure 4, the PES System 12 fits between the production line(s) and the manufacturer's Manufacturing Execution System (MES) 28 and/or Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems 88 to control production flow in a manner responsive to customer orders or other production targets. Working with the MES System 28 or ERP system 88 the PES System 12 can consolidate production data over time to support warranty provisions and administration, and aid in production and facility capital planning. It also complements the instrumentation of process tools by providing in-line metrics on WIP unit (wafers, cells, modules, etc; i.e. the workpiece) results, in contrast to tool operating parameters.
The networked nature of the PMC System 12 and MS Units 14 is inherently scalable. However, each MS Unit 14 itself should be configurable to allow for insertion in varying portions of the production line, and to support facility expansion. The MS Unit 14 hardware and software architecture to support this unit-level scalability is described below. In the PES System 10, the software architecture may also be designed for scalability - from interaction with a single PMC System 12 configured for "single-lane" operation to up to 50 MS Units 14 with multi-lane and line-switching capabilities.

2. Components and Features of the PES System

PMC System architecture

One aspect of the invention provides a system in which multiple MS Units are placed between process tools in a manufacturer's production line, and a PMC System is networked to all those MS Units and (optionally) other third-party sensors and an ERP system. The architecture may also include the operational process software (software that links together the data from each MS Unit and makes factory-wide optimization decisions): the PMC System's integration of measurement data generated by the MS Units and third-party sensors, its use of this and other data to make factory-wide production flow control decisions, and the MS Units collective physical implementation of the PMC System's decisions on WIP units.

Referring to Figure 5, the internal functional architecture of the PMC System 12 and an MS Unit 14 is shown with each of their respective basic functional components shown schematically.

Closed-loop facility-wide inter-tool material handling

In contrast to other material handling systems, the PMC System of the present invention directs and implements the flow control of WIP units as a "gestalt" throughout the entire production facility. That is, the PMC System fully encompasses and integrates real-time measurement; in-line control decisions based on these measurements; and real-time WIP unit handling to implement these decisions. Within the scope of this invention each WIP unit is tracked, and WIP unit sequencing, routing, rejection and buffering decisions are made continuously in a discrete-time control process by considering the status of all WIP inventory in the system,
simultaneously and in parallel. This can be implemented because the PES System is unique in providing the WIP unit measurement, facility-wide production controller and WIP unit handling and transfer capabilities that are specifically designed to work in concert, in real-time and with a stable control loop.

**MS Unit architecture**

As further provided within the scope of this invention, the Measurement/Handling MS Unit is a modular, configurable measurement and handling unit. Its unique design incorporates a configurable and scalable handling strategy. This provides for consistent handling throughout the manufacturing facility and cost-effective re-use of technology, even when individual MS Units are configured for different process tool interfaces and inspection tasks.

**End-to-end WIP unit tracking**

This feature of the present invention provides for the ability to uniquely identify and track individual cells, panels or modules - without the aid of special markings or tags - a unique capability enabled by the integrated real-time data management between the PMC System and all MS Units in a production facility, and the in-line measurement in each MS Unit. This tracking is done by either or both of:

- **Spatial tracking:** The inherent knowledge of what WIP unit was picked up at a specific location and then placed at another specific location or buffered - by each MS Unit within its local workspace, and collectively by having all of the MS Units keep the PMC System informed of which WIP units they have in their workspace. A system-wide view is maintained in the PMC System of the location and state of all WIP units in production.

- **Measured characteristics:** Each WIP unit's unique measured characteristics as it progresses through production (such as minor geometric variances, blemishes, characteristic response to luminescence tests, etc.) can be used to identify the unit.
c) Wafer edge coding: For silicon wafers, each unit can be coded on one or more locations around the perimeter of the wafer. The codes are a particular pattern of notches that uniquely identify the wafer within the line or facility. Because these notches are on the edge, rather than the surface of the wafers, they are expected to be highly resistant to the common problem of degradation or obscuring of surface markings as the wafer is processed into a cell. This resistance is enhancing by providing redundancy through the use of multiple coding locations on each wafer.

This tracking is necessary for implementation of the predictive WIP unit grading algorithm, and for WIP unit production flow queuing and sequencing/routing. If a facility implements all of its handling with MS Units, the exact location of each WIP unit in the production line(s) can be known at all times with just the spatial tracking. If there is uncertainty regarding the handling or if line operators make non-recorded interventions that change WIP unit locations, the measured characteristics method, or wafer edge coding method, or both, are recommended to be used - either with or without spatial tracking. Generally an approach using at least two of these methods in tandem is expected to be most robust.

Distributed WIP unit buffering

This feature of the present invention provides for the ability to hold or “buffer” WIP units at any MS Unit in the system. The method of physical implementation of this is described below. The method of buffering is centrally managed on a facility-wide basis from the PMC System. The purpose and use of WIP unit buffering is at least four-fold. First, buffered groups of WIP units are located at the MS Units for the purpose of substitution of "good" WIP when an opening is created in the production flow by the rejection of poor-grade WIP at that MS Unit. Second, faulty WIP is buffered to provide the ability to group it into "lots" for downstream mitigation of the faults. Third, WIP is buffered to also allow re-sequencing into lots that are based on business requirements. Finally, WIP is buffered to allow for a continuous flow of material through the line when individual process tools or material handling devices need to be taken off-line for scheduled maintenance or other reasons (including unscheduled shutdowns or errors).
At some steps in cell, module or panel production, WIP units may have a limited period of time in which they are usable for further processing. (Colloquially speaking, they can go "stale" if held in a buffered group too long at these stages). The WIP buffer management algorithm of the PMC System is designed to recognize this (based on data input from the manufacturer) and provides a "buffer refresh" capability that ensures that WIP units that are approaching their time limit for usability are cycled back into the manufacturing process and replaced with equivalent "fresh" WIP units.

The amount of WIP located at any given buffered group is determined by the following factors in combination:

1. The predicted rate of arrival of "good" WIP units at each buffering stage, as compared to the predicted arrival rate of WIP units that will be rejected. This is to ensure that there are sufficient "good" units to fill the "holes" created by removal of rejected WIP unit from the production flow.

2. The predicted incidence (number of WIP units per unit time) and occurrence intervals (the distribution - average frequency, variance and probability density function within the general flow of units) of WIP units with faults that can be mitigated by particular downstream adjustments to process tool recipes. Note that there may be many fault patterns that can be mitigated, and that mitigation for each of these fault patterns may differ, may involve recipe changes on one or more process tools, and - for mitigation involving more than one process tool - the recipe changes may be conditioned by WIP unit measurements taken after each mitigation step. The predicted incidences and occurrence intervals are derived by either a stochastic mathematical model, by past measured incidences and intervals, or both. These incidence and occurrence predictions are used to derive the number of buffer spaces (at any and each buffering stage) that need to be allocated to allow sufficient accumulation of each particular WIP unit type that suits mitigation with a matching downstream recipe change. "Sufficient" accumulation is that number of WIP units that can be grouped into a "lot" that is a best fit for the batch size (e.g. for a batch-oriented PVD tool) or economic period (e.g.
temperature curve for a continuous-flow furnace or refill interval for silver paste in a metallization printer) of the required recipe change in the targeted process tool.

3. The need to ensure sufficient capacity of WIP units at each buffering stage to allow for re-sequencing of WIP units into lots based on customer orders or other business requirements. This grouping may be done over a series of (not necessarily consecutive) buffering stages. Therefore, the occurrence and lot size for each expected type of lot must be statistically modeled and correlated to the conformant WIP characteristics at each production stage where there is a buffering stage that provides for this. This can be done using either stochastic models, empirical data, or both.

4. The planned requirement to minimize line or facility shutdowns. This planning is done by developing a network queuing model of the line(s) and facility which accounts for the following:
   a. Individual throughput, latency and service (dwell) times for each tool, conveyor, storage unit (e.g. cassettes or stack boxes) and other devices in the facility.
   b. Planned maintenance intervals and durations for each tool in the facility
   c. The incidences (as random variables) of unplanned events that require shutdowns or slowdowns - both on a tool-by-tool basis, and for other causes (such as material unavailability)
   d. The location, latency and transfer rate for any intra- or inter-line handling systems (Handling/measurement units or other) in the facility
   e. Any other facility variables which affect line or tool availability, throughput, latency or service times

5. The required refresh intervals for buffered WIP to ensure none "goes stale", conditioned by the arrival rate of new WIP and departure rate of old WIP; at each buffer stage as shown in the network queuing model.

Coordinated in-line inspection

30 In-line inspection is the act of inspecting every WIP unit during the production process, without removing the WIP units from the production flow. This feature of the present invention provides for coordinated in-line inspection by providing inspection undertaken by each MS Unit as they
move WIP units from one stage in the production facility to the next. Additionally, the inspection algorithm is distributed and cumulative - meaning that each MS Unit can apply different sensors and sensor output processing to measure different characteristics of a particular WIP unit as it moves through production. The sum total of all of these diverse inspections, cumulatively, as they occur, can be used to grade or assess the WIP unit. The distributed and cumulative nature of the inspection process also provides a more cost-effective means to thoroughly measure and grade WIP units than traditional end-of-line grading and sorting.

**Predictive WIP unit grading**

A quality algorithm ("Quality Algorithm") determines at what final quality level a partially finished WIP unit is destined. ("quality" is a pre-defined function of the measured WIP unit features or attributes (defects or otherwise), conditioned by their relative importance, as specified by the customer). The algorithm relies on a feature correlation database that enumerates individual WIP unit features and their co-incidences at various points in the end-to-end fabrication process. The database must contain a statistically valid number of measurements (thousands of WIP units tracked through the process). By using the database, a WIP unit can be predictively graded at any point by comparing its features to the end result of other WIP units with statistically similar features at the same stage in fabrication. If the prediction falls within a user-defined confidence level, then, as described in the next paragraph, a decision can be made regarding sequencing (or line-switching) of the WIP unit, or even outright rejection from the production line(s). Repeating this process later in fabrication allows refinement of the grading and re-sequencing such that, ideally, all WIP units are ordered based on the desired production targets and precisely graded by the end of the line.

**Dynamic conditioning of individual WIP handling**

This feature of the present invention provides for the reduction of the incidence of damage or handling errors caused by the MS Unit (or any other handling device that can be interfaced to the PMC System). What is controlled, for every handling device in the system, is their WIP pick-up orientation, timing (approach, dwell and take-off) and forces (gripper-related, accelerative and jerk), transfer velocity, acceleration and jerk, and placement orientation, timing and forces,
for each individual WIP unit. If a particular WIP unit is predicted to be impossible to handle without causing breakage or mis-handling that might require a system stoppage, it is flagged and ejected from the production line prior to an attempted pick-up.

5 The preferred way this is accomplished is as follows:

1. The PES System takes measurements of WIP units by in-line non-contacting measurement using infrared, optical, ultrasonic or electromagnetic techniques. Processing of the measurements includes a determination of any WIP unit faults (for each WIP unit uniquely) that may be exacerbated by downstream handling operations or that may cause the WIP unit to break or be mis-handled during downstream handling operations. This determination is part of the Quality Algorithm.

2. The above determination is weighted by the probability that such events (exacerbation of damage, breakage, or mis-handling) would occur for each WIP unit, the currently predicted grade of the WIP unit, and the (duration-weighted) current incidence of all types of faults of this nature.

3. If the weighted determination for a WIP unit exceeds a pre-set threshold for invoking changes in its downstream handling operations (to prevent mis-handling or damage), the PMC System notifies the relevant handling devices of the required changes, and also ensures that these are synchronized with the arrival of that particular WIP unit.

4. If such changes (either per WIP unit or over a series of WIP units, not necessarily consecutively) create one or more "holes" (a time and space opening in the production flow that can be made equal to an integer number of WIP units), then one or more MS Units with buffered good WIP may be directed to fill the hole(s).

5. If the weighted determination for a WIP unit exceeds a pre-set threshold for the likelihood that the WIP would be broken during handling or mis-handled sufficiently to require a stoppage of the handling device, then instead of the actions above, the PMC System would either notify the operator (identifying the particular WIP unit in question), or direct machinery in the production line to remove the WIP unit from the line prior to the next handling operation.

6. If a WIP unit is removed by machinery, a MS Unit that has good WIP buffered can be notified of the location of the resulting "hole" in the production flow, and directed to fill the hole from its source of buffered WIP. If it is removed manually, the operator may provide
this information, or it may be discerned when it is noticed to be missing at the next measurement device.

In summary, if the system observes a wafer or cell that is going to break downstream, the system directs the next robot downstream to handle it carefully or reject the cell and replace it with good WIP. This comprises feed-forward adjustment of handling to minimize breakage or eliminate cells that will fail. This is all designed to improve cell production line performance and reduce the cost of unnecessarily processing cells that would break with downstream processing.

WIP unit sequencing and routing algorithm

This algorithm is a further feature of the present invention that works in tandem with the Quality Algorithm and WIP unit tracking capabilities to enable the grouping of WIP units in like categories or grades throughout the production facility. On a facility-wide level the algorithm coordinates the MS Units to act as a network of routers - buffering WIP units, switching WIP units between lines and (re) sequencing and routing WIP units to achieve the desired output lot size and consistency to facilitate down-stream processing or customer order management (as specified by ERP input). It can also implement goal-seeking measures - most notably DRT, described below. Multi-line WIP routing is illustrated below.

Dynamic Rejection Threshold (DRT)

This feature of the present invention provides for automatic continuous adjustment of the quality threshold at which WIP units are deemed "scrap", in order to maximize the factory's economic output. At a given point in time, an adjustment decision is made based on a predictive measure of the cumulative value of all WIP units in the production line(s), compared against the cost of scrapped WIP units. The rejection threshold is set to maximize the cost-benefit equation (subject to some constraints that can be set by the operator). The unique DRT feature is enabled by the PMC System's ability to consolidate and process real-time measurements from all MS Units in a production facility.
True Production Measurement (TPM)

By comprehensively measuring the quality of WIP units not just at the "end of the line", but also at the outputs of the individual processes during their fabrication, the PES System builds and maintains a production performance database that can be uniquely used to monitor, analyze and report on the performance of each tool, tool group (i.e. portion of the fabrication process), and the overall production facility. This may be used for the following purposes:

- **Process tool performance verification.** Measurement of the attributes of WIP units output from a particular process tool to verify it's conformance to production specifications, independently of the tool's less direct instrumentation. This can be performed for individual tools, and also for chains or networks of tools, providing a means to verify sub-systems or entire lines provided by system integrators or turnkey suppliers.

- **Process tool performance monitoring and trend capture.** This can be used for a variety of pre-emptive as well as scheduled maintenance activities.

- **Production material supply and cost optimization.** Evaluation of the effect of feedstock quality and/or process recipes on measured WIP unit quality, at any stage in production. This can be used to determine and (if desired) dynamically vary the optimal combination of raw material and consumables for required facility output.

3. **Functional and System Architecture**

As shown in Figure 6, in a preferred form, the system layouts or architectures in a production facility may be configured in a number of arrangements and configurations as follows:

- **Linear arrangement** 90 of MS Units 14 in a single-line production facility, with no integration to other tools or sensors. The MS Units 14 may be placed in between process tools and/or other automation devices. No sensors or actuators need be interfaced to the PMC System 12 other than the MS Units 14 and the manufacturer's ERP and/or MES system(s) (see Figure 4).
• The same linear arrangement as above, in a single-line facility, but including with other equipment and/or sensors integrated to the PMC System 12. This can require additional features for the communication interfaces to the other equipment and the required data recognition and processing in the PMC System 12.

• Matrixed arrangement 92 of MS Units 14 in a multi-line production facility. In this case, the MS Units 14 can be used to route WIP units between lines, based on a need for specialized processing, load control, optimal use of process tools to produce a specific Q factor for a WIP unit, or other considerations determined by the manufacturer. The parameters and rules for these routing decisions are largely (but not entirely) embodied in the PMC System's Quality and WIP unit sequencing and routing algorithms. As for the linear arrangements 90, this matrixed arrangement 92 can be set up with interfaces to the MS Units 14 only, or to other sensors and equipment as well.

The linear and matrixed archetypes can be deployed independently or in combination in one or more manufacturing facilities. Multiple PMC Systems may be installed to support these configurations. Examples of these archetypes are shown (combined) in Figure 6. Note that WIP unit flow is shown with arrows, control interfaces with a solid line and optional interface between two PMC Systems 12 with a dashed line.

4. **PMC System**

The PMC System consolidates and inter-relates measurements from sensors located in various MS Units and may also be attached to other devices and systems in a particular unit manufacturing facility. It uses this information to direct the actions of the MS Units. As such, it is a facility-wide controller for managing aspects of the WIP unit flow through the facility.
Product Components

Preferably an PMC System is comprised of the following major elements:

5 Hardware

- An industrial computer, available in a variety of configurations to provide sufficient hard disk storage, processing capacity, communication interfaces and redundancy (for our high availability option). This computer may be available as a standard rack-mount unit and will be configured as a closed unit.

10 - An operator interface kit (keyboard, display, mouse and lock-out switch)

- Optional storage expansion units - regular or RAID hard disk storage to support larger systems or on-line backup.

15 Software

Two categories of software may form part of the PMC System. One category is standard third party software - most importantly the operating system and the database management system. The other category encompasses all proprietary software of the applicant required to program, configure, operate, administer and maintain the product.

Both the third party and applicant proprietary software may be provided to the customer as a single distribution (pre-loaded on the PMC System computer and as a backup DVD-ROM).

25 In a preferred form the applicant proprietary software comprises the following elements:

- WIP unit tracking - the system-wide database of all WIP units' location and state.

- WIP unit sequencing and routing - the database and algorithm to determine optimal WIP unit sequencing and flow through the facility, plus the capability to command the

30 MS Units as a network of actuators to implement the buffering, sequencing and switching required to implement the flow control.
• **TPM dashboard** - reports, notifications and alarm management and operation for True Production Measurement.

• **Measurement processing and evaluation** - the system-wide consolidation of all measurements, and comparison to the statistical database to support and implement the Quality Algorithm, DRT and dynamic conditioning of individual WIP handling features and the TPM dashboard.

• **Dynamic conditioning of individual WIP handling** - as described above.

Standard third-party software includes:

- **Operating System.** PMC System uses Microsoft's Windows operating system. To provide a stable and predictable operating environment, direct Internet access and automatic updates are disabled.

- **DBMS.** PMC System uses a standard "off-the-shelf Database Management System providing very high performance read-write access.

- **Operations, Administration, Maintenance and Provisioning.** This provides local capabilities for control of run-time operation, diagnostics, operational logs, alarms, event trapping, maintenance procedures and configuration (including software updates). It also includes the capability for remote OAM&P operations with MS Units, including the downloading of updates, patches, configuration data, etc.

- **ERP/MES interface**

- **Soft PLC.** For facility environments that require it, the PMC System provides an IEC 6 131 Rockwell-compatible interface.

**Operational Flow**

A high-level operational flow of the PMC System is shown in Figure 7. Note that this flowchart does not include system maintenance, administration, and provisioning operations.

The PMC System provides discrete feedback control for the flow of WIP units through the PV manufacturing facility. For each discrete time slice (or system "clock tick") the PMC System receives information from all of the MS Units in a facility, plus measurements from any third-
party devices (such as process tools) that are networked to it. Each WIP unit is uniquely identified by a tracking methodology.

The measurements pertaining to each WIP unit are added to a record, kept by the PMC System, which aggregates all of the measurements taken for that WIP unit as it progresses through the production process. Part of this record is also a "quality factor" (Q) for each WIP unit that (as an example in the case of c-Si cells) is a function of the following:

• Aesthetic measures such as (but not restricted to) edge smoothness (or cracking), AR coating uniformity, metallization (busbar) straightness, etc
• Geometric measures such as (but not restricted to) conformance to target shape, edge regularity, bowing/warping, etc
• Photo-electrical measures such as (but not restricted to) I-V curve conformance, total Wp output, reverse bias leakage current, etc
• Other measures as determined by the manufacturer

At any stage in the fabrication of a WIP unit, its quality factor is a predictive estimate based on incomplete information. A WIP unit's quality factor is determined using the Quality algorithm, and takes the general form:

\[ Q = Q(A, G, E, D) \]

where A is aesthetics, G is geometry, E is photo-electrical and D is defect.

Part of the process of determining the Q for a given WIP unit is the use of the defect correlation database to assess images of the WIP unit against known defects and determine the degree to which the WIP units have such defects. The closer the observed defects are in the WIP units to the stored defects, the closer D is to 100%. The closer the color image is to the desired color image, the closer A is to 100%. The closer the WIP unit geometry is to the target geometry, the closer G is to 100%. The closer the electrical performance is to the desired electrical performance, the closer E is to 100%.
The measurement results are also added to a database that tracks the results for each stage of the production process (the True Production Measurement Database). This database can be queried (and logs and alarms set) for the purposes of implementing the TPM feature, as described herein.

Once all of the WIP units have had their Q factor updated, they are assigned updated gradings, as defined by the customer. After this, the DRT algorithm (as described above) is invoked to update the quality threshold $Q_t$ below which WIP units are rejected. Then the optimal facility-wide WIP unit ordering, (more specifically WIP unit sequencing - and routing, if multiple production lines exist in the facility) is determined, and the PMC System calculates and sends the specific WIP unit transfer, line switching, buffering and rejection instructions needed, to each MS Units to enact this sequencing and routing.

5. **MS Units**

In accordance with the present invention, the Measurement MS Unit is a measurement device, and the Measurement/Handling MS Unit is a combined handling and measurement device. MS Units are placed between process tools to measure and/or effect the flow of WIP units through the PV manufacturing facility. MS Units may be placed singly or in parallel between tools.

*Product Components*

MS Units are placed between process tools to measure and/or effect the flow of WIP units through the PV manufacturing facility. MS Units may be placed singly or in parallel between tools. Measurement/Handling MS Unit hardware architecture is depicted in Figure 8. And Measurement MS Unit hardware architecture in Figure 9. MS Unit operational flow is depicted in Figure 10.
Units are comprised of some or all of the following major elements:

- **A Transfer Matrix**, which comprises ...
  - A high speed handling mechanism (nominally a "pick and place" manipulator with a Bernoulli or suction gripper) with a working area enabling reach to all peripherals.
  - A motion controller for real-time control of all mechanisms and synchronization of sensor operation.
  - An application controller.
  - Local fieldbus and system-wide communication network interfaces.
  - Master power interconnect and distribution to peripherals.
  - Operator interface kit (keyboard, display, status lamps, e-stop, lock-out switch).
  - Specialized bays for peripherals (sensor bays, WIP unit buffer bays, input and output feeder bays, recycler bay).

All within a standardized equipment frame. It may also use vision-guided motion control for locating and placing WIP units. The Transfer Matrix bays will initially support one sensor, two WIP unit buffers, one input feeder, one output feeder and one WIP unit recycler.

- One or more **Input Feeders** and one or more **Output Feeders**. Input feeders accept WIP units from a process tool (such as a PECVD machine or etcher) and feed the WIP units into the Transfer Matrix in an ordered fashion. Conversely, output feeders accept WIP units from the Transfer Matrix and provide them to a process tool, again in an ordered fashion. Each feeder mates with the Transfer Matrix via a feeder equipment bay, and is controlled from the motion and application controllers on the core. Power is also distributed to each feeder by the core. Feeders are semi-custom devices, as they must interface to a variety of process tools from different manufacturers in facility-specific configurations. It is expected that, over time, we will develop a "library" of standard feeders for process tools from the major suppliers, however it is likely that some degree of configuration will always be required for particular customer installations.
• One or more **Sensors.** Initially the sensors will be machine-vision based devices designed to check for surface features or flaws (such as texture, metallization alignment/conformity, micro-cracks, fingerprints, edge or metallization irregularities) or 3D irregularities (bowing, warping or surface flaws). Other sensors may be added over time, such as electroluminescence or photoluminescence sensors, I-V testers, sensors for P-N junction and metallization profiles, coating profiles and spectrograph\(^*\) behaviour, sensors to measure mass changes due to doping, etching or metallization and sensors to measure a variety of other electrical characteristics such as (but not limited to) resistivity, sheet resistance, diffused dopant concentration and reverse-bias impedance. Different types of sensors will be used at different points in the end-to-end fabrication process, therefore in a Handling/measurement unit, each sensor mates with the Transfer Matrix via a sensor equipment bay, and is controlled from the motion and application controllers on the core. Power is also distributed to each sensor by the core.

• One or more **WIP unit Buffers.** These are random-access WIP unit storage devices that are used to buffer WIP units for the purposes of WIP unit sorting, production throughput control, WIP unit re-sequencing or WIP substitution. A buffer contains mechanisms enabling it to present or accept WIP units at random from the Transfer Matrix and maintain an index of WIP units for unique identification and tracking. Each WIP unit buffer mates with the Transfer Matrix via a buffer equipment bay, and is controlled from the motion and application controllers on the core. Power is also distributed to each WIP unit buffer by the core.

• One **WIP Unit Recycler.** This is a scrap holder (for WIP units that the PES System directs to be rejected from further fabrication) that attaches to the core via the recycler bay. Like the other peripherals, this is controlled and powered from the core.

**ALTERNATIVES**

Computer program elements of the invention may be embodied in hardware and/or in software (including firmware, resident software, micro-code, etc.). It may take the form of a computer program product, that can be embodied by a computer-usable or computer-readable storage
medium having computer usable or computer-readable program instructions, "code" or a
"computer program" embodied in the medium for use by or in connection with the system of the
present invention. In the context of this application, a computer usable or computer readable
medium may be any medium that can contain, store, communicate, propagate, or transport the
program for use by or in connection with the instruction execution system, apparatus, or device.
The computer usable or computer readable medium may be, for example but not limited to, an
electronic, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic, infrared, or semiconductor system, apparatus,
device, or propagation medium such as the Internet. Note that the computer usable or
computer readable medium could even be paper or another suitable medium, upon which the
program is printed, as the program can be electronically captured, via, for instance, optical
scanning of the paper or other medium, then compiled, interpreted, or otherwise processed in a
suitable manner. The computer program product and any software and hardware described
herein form the various means for carrying out the functions of the invention in the example
embodiments. Also, while software in the memory or in some other memory of the computer
and/or server may be used to allow the system to carry out the functions and features described
herein in accordance with the preferred embodiment of the invention, such functions and
features also could be carried out via dedicated hardware, firmware, software, or combinations
thereof, without departing from the scope of the invention.

Although the invention has been shown and described with respect to a certain preferred
embodiment or embodiments, it is obvious that equivalent alterations and modifications will
occur to others skilled in the art upon the reading and understanding of this specification and the
annexed figures. For example, regard to the various functions performed by the above
described elements (components, assemblies, devices, software, computer programs, etc.), the
terms (including a reference to a "means") used to describe such elements are intended to
correspond, unless otherwise indicated, to any element that performs the specified function of
the described element (i.e., that is functionally equivalent), even though not structurally
equivalent to the disclosed structure that performs the function in the herein illustrated
exemplary embodiment or embodiments of the invention. In addition, while a particular feature
of the invention may have been described above with respect to only one or more of several
illustrated embodiments, such feature may be combined with one or more other features of the
other embodiments, as may be desired and advantageous for any given or particular application.
CLAIMS

1. A method of manufacturing photovoltaic products in a manufacturing production line of a series of production steps, comprising, at each of a plurality of intermediate production steps of the production line

   (a) assessing each photovoltaic product for suitability based on predetermined criteria for a preferred product, to obtain assessment results for the product at each production step,

   (b) storing the assessment results for that product by production step, in a memory,

   (c) assigning a grade to each photovoltaic product, based on either

      (i) the assessment results for that product at that step,

      (ii) a comparison of the assessment results for that product at that step to statistical analysis of assessment results of previously processed photovoltaic products at that step, or

   (in) a comparison of cumulative historical assessment results for the product at past production steps to a statistical analysis of historical cumulative assessment results of previously processed photovoltaic products over the same production steps,

   at each such production step, the grade identifying whether the product is within or outside of predetermined tolerances, representing deviations from the predetermined criteria, for photovoltaic products at such step, and

   (d) storing the grade for that product at such production step, in a memory

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising

   (e) associating all of the products in the production line at a particular step, having the same stored grade, together in a group for further processing as a group
The method of claim 2 further comprising

(f) for groups having grades indicative of products outside of the predetermined tolerances, adjusting the downstream production equipment of the production line to process each such group of products with the same grade so as to bring the group within the predetermined tolerances, and

(g) processing the group together using the downstream production equipment as adjusted at step (f), to bring the products of the group within the predetermined tolerances

The method of claim 2 wherein steps (a) to (d) are performed at every intermediate production step of the production line to obtain a grade for each product at every production step of the production line and wherein step (e) is performed at each one of those steps

The method of claim 3 wherein the grade assignable to a product at a production step is associated with information for adjusting the downstream production equipment at step (f) so as to bring the group associated with the grade within the predetermined tolerances and wherein the downstream production equipment is adjusted accordingly for processing of that group

The method of claim 2 wherein if groups at a step are identified as outside of the predetermined tolerances, process changes are made upstream of the step to production equipment to bring future products produced within the predetermined tolerances

The method of claim 2 wherein groups identified as outside of the predetermined tolerances at a step are prioritised for further processing after groups at that step which are within the predetermined tolerances

The method of claim 7 wherein groups at a step are prioritised for further processing based on the grade of the group, with groups of grades having more significant
deviations from the predetermined tolerances positioned for processing behind groups with grades representing lesser deviations from the predetermined tolerances

A method of controlling a series of production steps in a manufacturing production line for the manufacture of photovoltaic products, comprising the steps of

(a) at predetermined production steps, receiving grading information associated with a photovoltaic product in the production line at that step,

(b) using the grading information to allocate a grade to the product, the grade indicative of whether the product is within predetermined tolerances for that step,

(c) comparing, by a processor, said grade to a plurality of grades of other previously processed photovoltaic products in a knowledge base stored in a memory, to identify a similar grade, the similar grade being a grade associated with previous products having similar grading information, wherein said knowledge base further comprises information as to the outcome of the grade at further process steps in the line and wherein said knowledge base further comprises production line adjustment information which bring the similar grade products to an acceptable tolerance,

(d) based on the outcome information of the similar grade, determining a predicted outcome of the photovoltaic product at one or more further processing steps in the production line, and

(e) if the predicted outcome is outside of the predetermined tolerance at a further processing step, providing the production line adjustment information for that step to adjust the production line to process the product

The method of claim 9 wherein at step (e)

(a) if the predicted outcome is outside of the predetermined tolerance at a further processing step, storing the product in a product group of products with the same or similar grades until a predetermined number of products are stored and,

(b) providing the production line adjustment information for that step to adjust the production line prior to processing the products as a group, and
(c) inserting the product group after the adjustments are made and processing them as a group to achieve the desired performance tolerances.

11. The method of claim 9 wherein the grading information is based on either:

(a) the assessment results for that product at that step;
(b) statistical analysis of assessment results of previously processed photovoltaic products at that step; or
(c) a comparison of cumulative historical assessment results for the product throughout its past production steps in comparison to a statistical analysis of historical cumulative assessment results of previously processed photovoltaic products over the same production steps.

12. A method of controlling a series of production steps in a manufacturing production line for the manufacture of photovoltaic products, comprising the steps of:

(a) logging past assessments of a plurality of photovoltaic products at predetermined production steps in a knowledge base stored in a memory, each assessment determined by past processing of photovoltaic products;
(b) logging past courses of action taken at the production steps in response to said past assessments, and associated outcomes, in said knowledge base;
(c) characterizing at least one of said associated outcomes as a positive outcome;
(d) receiving a real-time assessment of a photovoltaic product at a production step;
(e) comparing, by a processor, said real-time assessment to said past assessments to determine a predicted assessment for said product; and
(f) providing one of said courses of action associated with said positive outcome as the course of action to take in further processing of the product.

13. The method of claim 12 wherein at the comparison step, the real-time assessment is compared to said past assessments at that step.
14. The method of claim 12 wherein at the comparison step, the real-time assessment is associated with past assessments of the product at the production step and a predetermined number of past production steps compared to said past assessments at that step and the predetermined number of past production steps.

15. The method of claim 12 further comprising:

   (g) receiving the outcome of the photovoltaic product after the further processing;
   (h) determining whether the outcome is a positive outcome; and
   (i) if the outcome is a positive outcome, logging the real time assessment and the course of action of the photovoltaic product in said knowledge base as a part of the past assessments, past courses of action, and associated outcomes.

16. The method of claim 12 further comprising:

   (a) at step (a), logging past damage assessments of the plurality of photovoltaic products at predetermined production steps in a knowledge base stored in a memory, each damage assessment determined by past processing of photovoltaic products;
   (b) at step (b), assigning a damage severity threshold based on the damage assessments of past photovoltaic products that cause impairment of the manufacturing production line at a production step, stored in said knowledge base;
   (c) at step (d), receiving a real time damage assessment of a photovoltaic product at the production step;
   (d) comparing, by a processor, said real-time damage assessment to said damage severity threshold to determine whether said product is at risk of impairing the manufacturing production line; and
   (e) if such product is determined to be at risk of impairing the manufacturing production line, providing removal instructions for removing said product from the production line before the next production step.
17. The method of claim 16 wherein together with said removal instructions providing instructions to replace the product to be removed with instructions to replace the product with another product at that production step determined by its damage severity threshold to not be at risk of impairing the manufacturing production line at that production step.

18. An apparatus comprising a processing device; a computer readable medium tangibly embodying a computer program product for manufacturing photovoltaic products, the computer program product comprises instructions for causing a processor to:

(a) assess each photovoltaic product for suitability based on predetermined criteria for a preferred product, to obtain assessment results for the product at each production step;

(b) store the assessment results for that product by production step, in a memory;

(c) assign a grade to each photovoltaic product, based on either:
   (i) the assessment results for that product at that step;
   (ii) a comparison of the assessment results for that product at that step to statistical analysis of assessment results of previously processed photovoltaic products at that step; or
   (iii) a comparison of cumulative historical assessment results for the product at past production steps to a statistical analysis of historical cumulative assessment results of previously processed photovoltaic products over the same production steps;

   at each such production step, the grade identifying whether the product is within or outside of predetermined tolerances, representing deviations from the predetermined criteria, for photovoltaic products at such step; and

(d) store the grade for that product at such production step, in a memory.

19. An apparatus for manufacturing photovoltaic products comprising:

(a) circuitry for assessing each photovoltaic product for suitability based on predetermined criteria for a preferred product, to obtain assessment results for the product at each production step;
(b) circuitry for storing the assessment results for that product by production step, in a memory,

(c) circuitry for assigning a grade to each photovoltaic product, based on either

(i) the assessment results for that product at that step,

(ii) a comparison of the assessment results for that product at that step to statistical analysis of assessment results of previously processed photovoltaic products at that step, or

(in) a comparison of cumulative historical assessment results for the product at past production steps to a statistical analysis of historical cumulative assessment results of previously processed photovoltaic products over the same production steps,

at each such production step, the grade identifying whether the product is within or outside of predetermined tolerances, representing deviations from the predetermined criteria, for photovoltaic products at such step, and

(d) circuitry for storing the grade for that product at such production step, in a memory

20 The apparatus of claim 19 further comprising

(e) circuitry for receiving the outcome of the photovoltaic product after the further processing,

(f) circuitry for determining whether the outcome is a positive outcome, and

(g) circuitry logging the real time assessment and the course of action of the photovoltaic product in said knowledge base as a part of the past assessments and associated past courses of action, if the outcome is a positive outcome

21 A computer system comprising a memory having stored therein a photovoltaic products manufacturing control application for a manufacturing production line of a series of production steps, and a processor coupled to the memory, wherein the execution of said manufacturing control application generates a method comprising
(a) assessing each photovoltaic product for suitability based on predetermined criteria for a preferred product, to obtain assessment results for the product at each production step;

(b) storing the assessment results for that product by production step, in a memory;

(c) assigning a grade to each photovoltaic product, based on either:
   (i) the assessment results for that product at that step;
   (ii) a comparison of the assessment results for that product at that step to statistical analysis of assessment results of previously processed photovoltaic products at that step; or
   (iii) a comparison of cumulative historical assessment results for the product at past production steps to a statistical analysis of historical cumulative assessment results of previously processed photovoltaic products over the same production steps;

   at each such production step, the grade identifying whether the product is within or outside of predetermined tolerances, representing deviations from the predetermined criteria, for photovoltaic products at such step; and

(d) storing the grade for that product at such production step, in a memory.

22. The system of claim 21 wherein the execution of the application further generates a method comprising:

   (e) associating all of the products in the production line at a particular step, having the same stored grade, together in a group for further processing as a group.
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**Group B** - Claims 9-11 are directed to a method of controlling a series of production steps in a manufacturing production line for the manufacture of photovoltaic products, comprising the steps: a) at predetermined production steps, receiving grading information, b) allocating grade to the product b) comparing said grade to a plurality of grades in a knowledge base, to identify a similar grade, the similar grade being a grade associated with previous products having similar grading information, wherein said knowledge database further comprises information as to the outcome of the grade at further process steps in the line and wherein said knowledge base further comprises production line adjustment information which brings the similar grade products to an acceptable tolerance d) determining a predicted outcome of the product at one or more further processing steps, e) if the predicted outcome is outside of the predetermined tolerance at a further processing step, providing the production line adjustment for that step.

**Group C** - Claims 12-17 are directed to a method of controlling a series of production steps in a manufacturing production line for the manufacture of photovoltaic products, comprising the steps: a) logging past assessments of a plurality of photovoltaic products in a knowledge base, b) logging past courses of action taken in response to said past assessments, c) characterizing at least one of said associated outcomes as a positive outcome, d) receiving a real-time assessment of the product at a production step, e) comparing said real-time assessment to said past assessments to determine a predicted assessment for the product, and f) providing one of said courses of action to take in further processing of the product.
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